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Abstract

The ML community recognizes the importance of anticipating and mitigating the
potential negative impacts of benchmark research. In this position paper, we ar-
gue that more attention needs to be paid to areas of ethical risk that lie at the
technical and scientific core of ML benchmarks. We identify overlooked struc-
tural similarities between human IQ and ML benchmarks. Human intelligence
and ML benchmarks share similarities in setting standards for describing, evalu-
ating and comparing performance on tasks relevant to intelligence. This enables
us to unlock lessons from feminist philosophy of science scholarship that need
to be considered by the ML benchmark community. Finally, we outline practical
recommendations for benchmark research ethics and ethics review.

1 Introduction

Since 2020, the NeurIPS conference has been systematizing its approach to taking ethical risks into
account in submitting and reviewing papers. As part of this work, the conference made public new
ethical review guidelines in 2021 [47]. In 2022, a Provisional Draft of the NeurIPS Code of Ethics
was made public and open to public input on OpenReview [5], addressing topics like the uses of
research and the treatment of human subjects. In this position paper, we argue that the ethical risks
of ML benchmarks go beyond those topics. Similarly to IQ tests, ML benchmarks involve ethical
risks that trouble the line between technical or scientific concerns (such as construct validity and
generality), and ethical concerns (such as justice, respect for persons, autonomy, etc.)

Our paper makes two contributions. First, we provide a conceptual framework for examining the
junctures at which seemingly purely technical or scientific decisions about ML benchmarks do and
should be informed by ethical considerations. Second, our paper provides a conceptual framework
for understanding an overlooked similarity between IQ and ML benchmarks: they both set standards
for quantitative description, evaluation, and comparison of performance on tasks relevant to intelli-
gence. Both involve the specification of standard tasks for comparison of performance. Moreover,
both involve quantitative metrics of success on those tasks, sometimes followed by a step of weight-
ing tasks to calculate overall rankings across different tasks [76, 70].2 We contend that the ML
benchmark community stands to benefit from paying close attention to this overlooked structural
similarity. Specifically, we show how insights from feminist philosophy of science scholarship on
IQ research helps anticipate areas of ethical risk within technical and scientific decisions about ML
benchmarks.3 These are:

∗Names listed alphabetically. Both authors have contributed equally to the paper.
2By contrast, typical comparisons between ML and human intelligence tend to focus on similarities and

differences between human cognitive abilities and the abilities of ML systems [8, 48]. Likewise, attempts have
been made at building datasets that enable measuring ML model performance on human IQ tests [45]. This
question of similarities and differences between human and ML abilities will not be the focus of our paper.

3Our approach takes on the burden of arguing that each of the points we make about benchmarks apply
because of features of ML benchmarks, not because benchmarks are similar to IQ. Rather, we use the IQ case
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1. The ethical risks that come with task selection—selecting which tasks matter enough to be
included in a benchmark. (Section 4.1).

2. The ethical risks that come with choosing standards of construct validity, and with priori-
tizing specific forms of validity over others. (Section 4.2)

3. The ethical risks that come with path dependence, where benchmarks and particular types
of models reinforce each other in a positive feedback loop. (Section 4.3).

After arguing for these claims, we outline (Section 5) practical recommendations towards factoring
these areas of risk in research ethics and ethics review for the NeurIPS Datasets and Benchmarks
Track. We conclude (Section 6) with a reflection on what good science means for ML benchmarks.

2 Background

The NeurIPS community already acknowledges that ethics review for benchmarks papers should
pay close attention to issues like the potential uses of ML benchmarks and the treatment of human
subjects [47, 5]. These are risks that are shared by benchmark and non-benchmark ML research
papers. In this paper, we are interested in ethical risks that set benchmarks apart from other areas
of ML research. We argue that much greater attention needs to be paid to ethical risks within the
scientific and technical core of ML benchmarks.

Following Raji et al. [58], we understand ML benchmarks to involve a combination of dataset(s)
and metrics, where the metrics attempt to capture performance or ability on task(s). Benchmarks
influence practices in the ML research community and in the design of practical ML applications,
where benchmarks are used to compare the performance of ML methods and models on some task(s).
Influential benchmarks shape research agendas on the specific ML tasks they center and determine
the dominant paradigms of ML research and applications.4 This practice of adopting benchmarks for
comparison of model performance, we maintain, opens the door to areas of ethical risk that require
extra attention from the NeurIPS benchmark community. In our view, this is also the area where
lessons from the case of human intelligence research are especially helpful.

The areas of ethical risk we examine place our work at the intersection of two areas in recent work on
the practices of ML research. In its first year, the NeurIPS Datasets and Benchmark track established
itself as the premiere venue for position papers on ML benchmarks and datasets: interrogating prac-
tices like the prioritization of benchmarks on tasks believed to be indicators of progress on general-
purpose ability, the prioritization of internal validity over external validity, and SOTA-chasing on a
handful of influential benchmarks [58, 43]. These three tendencies overlap with the areas of ethical
risk we identify: around task-selection, standards of validity, and path dependence.

Our paper also intersects with a growing body of research interrogating the ways in which technical
or scientific priorities in ML research turn out to be value-laden: that is, dependent on social, po-
litical, and/or ethical values [22, 6, 27, 62]. 5 To our knowledge, our account is the first to focus
on value-laden aspects of ML benchmarks—understood as combinations of datasets and metrics.6

Having in mind the context of ethics review, we focus on ethical values in a broad sense: the consid-
erations that we rely on in assessing what actions are more or less worth pursuing or what outcomes
are more or less worth bringing about.

to highlight how difficulties in defining IQ benchmarks are due to structural features in the problem that also
exist in ML. We then independently argue that these same structural features of ML benchmarks lead to similar
difficulties as those encountered in IQ.

4See Dotan and Milli [22] for a helpful look at the values implicit in ImageNet’s influence over the rise of
deep learning as a dominant paradigm in ML research.

5For instance, Birhane et al. [6] argue that the most mentioned priorities in highly cited NeurIPS and ICML
only appear purely scientific or technical on a superficial analysis. They argue that upon closer scrutiny, values
like “performance, generalization, building on past work, quantitative evidence, efficiency, and novelty” tend
to support the centralization of power in ML research.

6Recent work like [62] has started identifying values in datasets.
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3 Values in Human Intelligence Research

What roles do ethical values play in measuring human intelligence? In this section, we examine this
question with an eye to identifying helpful lessons for the case of ML benchmarks 4. This section
also serves as an introduction to key philosophy of science concepts about the place of ethical values
in scientific research: thick concepts in social science, the uses of research, and the argument from
inductive risk.

Our perspective is deeply informed by feminist philosophy of science scholarship on the value neu-
trality of science. (See Appendix A.1 for more context.) We especially draw on Elizabeth Ander-
son’s investigation of the respects in which antiracist, feminist research on IQ challenges strong
conceptions of the value-neutrality of science, while—as we see in Section 6 and A.1—preserving
an important place for a limited form of value neutrality.7 This section reconsiders and bolsters
Anderson’s key arguments, in order to later show how they transfer over to AI.

In the context of intelligence measurement, “intelligence” is used in a gradable sense, as picking out
something that comes in degrees. Measurement of human intelligence is concerned with abilities
that humans can have more or less of [60, 10]. “Intelligence” sometimes gets used in a categorical
sense, as picking out a difference in kind: e.g. “are there intelligent life forms that don’t originate
on our planet”? Or in the phrase, “machine learning is a subtype of artificial intelligence”. In this
paper we focus on the gradable sense of intelligence.

Intelligence (in the gradable sense) is a thick evaluative concept [3, 10]. Thick concepts blur the
line between evaluation and description. They convey both content about how we evaluate the
world (approval or disapproval, praise or blame, success or failure, etc.) and about features of the
world that seem independent of our evaluations [38, 39]. For instance, calling someone “open-
minded” describes empirical features of how they tend to act across situations—and perhaps about
their personality [69]. But open-mindedness is also a term of epistemic praise: expressing values,
standards, and/or ideals having to do with how we should form and justify beliefs, how we should
respond to evidence and/or uncertainty, how and when it is appropriate or praiseworthy to change
one’s mind—say, when presented with new evidence.

Intelligence is a thick concept, in the sense that it is a term of praise that also purports to describe
empirical facts about people’s abilities [3, 10]. Recognizing this feature of the concept of intelligence
is helpful to identifying otherwise overlooked areas where ethical values and risks play a role in
intelligence research. In Section 4, we will also see how it helps conceptualise the structural parallels
between IQ and ML benchmarks.

We take the value neutrality of science to be at issue when ethical, social, or political values are
used to make scientific decisions (see A.1). Many scientists recognize that the value of particular
research projects or even areas of study can sometimes be outweighed by ethical values—this is
why we have regulations about experiments involving humans and animals. However, in the case
of measuring human and machine intelligence, values are embedded in a deeper way: in how we
define the measures themselves (3.1), in our selection of standards of validity (3.2), and through path
dependence (3.3).

3.1 Values determine what counts as intelligence

Values enter in defining the boundaries of the objects of intelligence research. Intelligence research
is concerned with abilities. But what are their boundaries? Where do abilities begin and end? What
marks an ability as relevant or irrelevant to intelligence? Whose abilities is intelligence research
about?

Consider questions about the relationship between the objects of intelligence research and cultural
boundaries. Are the findings of intelligence research culturally specific? Warne and Burningham
[73] argue that this concern is heightened by the fact that definitions of intelligence are not only
variable across cultures: even within specific cultures, there is a lack of expert consensus not only
on what generally falls under the term “intelligence”, but also on the specific abilities that matter to
intelligence.

7For an account of general parallels between the value-laden history of IQ research and AI, see Cave [10].
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Following Anderson, we consider boundary problems to come hand in hand with the fact that intelli-
gence is a thick evaluative concept [3]. There are cross-cultural variations and there is lack of expert
consensus on what falls under “intelligence” because ethical values and interests play a central role
in determining the what phenomena fall under the concept and the theoretical content of the concept.

This problem is shared with research on topics like health [3] and well-being [2]. Social science
disciplines that inherit their subject matter from thick concepts usually face problems with separating
the selection of the boundaries of their topic from ethical values.

As Alexandrova and Fabian argue, a common strategy towards sidestepping boundary problems
with thick concepts in social sciences is trying to convert the thick concepts into technical terms
[2]. This strategy remains recently favored by some human intelligence researchers. For the sake
of securing cross-culturally invariable boundaries for the object of intelligence research, Warne and
Burningham [73] propose that researchers should focus on an object whose boundaries are simply a
matter of “statistical observation”: Spearman’s g [73].

What can be directly observed in cognitive tests is performance on very specific tasks [65, 9, 14, 16].
For instance, one test contains up to 15 different tasks: word similarity, vocabulary, visual puzzles,
symbol search, digit span, comprehension, etc. [76, 16].

Early on, the field struggled with empirically studying mental abilities beyond performance on very
specific tasks. Spearman is credited with realizing that these problems can be sidestepped through
a technical procedure: statistically estimating whatever hidden factor reliably co-varies with observ-
able performance on those tasks [65, 30, 9, 14, 73]. Spearman’s g is that hidden factor expressing
“shared variance across a set of intercorrelating cognitive tasks” [73].8

Is reliance on g enough to eliminate reliance on ethical, social, and political values in determining
the boundaries and objects of human intelligence research?

3.1.1 Quantitative definitions do not solve the boundary problem

First, the strategy of relying on g at best helps with only one of the many phenomena that interest
intelligence researchers. A popular taxonomy in the field, introduced by Carroll [9], distinguishes
three levels at which variations in performance on specific tasks occurs [9, 15]. Differences in
performance on one mental task can correlate with: (1) variations in general performance on all
mental tasks (the level of Spearman’s g); (2) variations in performance on a specific family of mental
tasks, in a domain of cognitive functions (e.g. working memory); (3) variations in performance on
the specific task at hand (e.g. “digit span” - listen to and repeat this sequence of numbers).

On its own, g does not address the boundary problems for the less general levels of this taxonomy:
levels 2 and 3. As Deary notes concerning level 2, researchers disagree about the “nature of the
domains—they can vary in number, name and content between samples depending on the battery
applied—and there have long been worries about whether the nature of g might vary between cog-
nitive batteries” [15]. These two less general levels are especially relevant for comparison with ML
benchmarks: as we will argue in Section 4.1, task selection for ML benchmarks is value-laden in
similar ways.

3.1.2 Boundaries and practical consequences influence each other

Technical considerations alone cannot resolve questions about the significance of the research. Judg-
ments of significance in turn influence how we choose to define intelligence. The first IQ test, devel-
oped by Binet and Simon in 1905, was intended to help institutions identify students with learning
difficulties, for the purpose of separating them from students of “normal” intelligence [9, 16, 50].
Other direct practical applications include labor and healthcare [16]. These applications help deter-
mine how the boundaries of the concept of intelligence are operationalized: what counts as intelli-
gent behavior, and what does not. If we decide that, for example, intelligence should not be used
to indicate health, that influences how we design tests to measure it. Thus, the values we attach to
potential applications of a scientific concept influence how we define the boundaries of that concept.

Just as practical consequences influence boundaries, so do boundaries have practical consequences.
The results of intelligence research, especially attempts at explaining the causes of differences in

8Current research attributes as much as nearly half of the variance in IQ scores to g [15].
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test results, have a long history of practical uses, especially in justifying social hierarchies and
structures of oppression [61, 10, 42, 15, 3]. 9 These practical consequences mean that choices made
about the boundaries and significance of research have ethical ramifications. Choices made about
the boundaries of intelligence research concepts can thus be value-laden in how they make certain
ethical outcomes more likely than others. Similarly, in Section 4.1 we argue that choices about
what tasks in ML are “significant” and what “domains” ML benchmarks should cover have ethical
ramifications.

Just as importantly, as we see next (Section 3.2), intelligence researchers themselves do and should
explicitly draw on ethical values in examining the validity of constructs in their research. This makes
rejecting the place of ethical values in dealing with questions of boundaries especially implausible.

3.2 Validity and Values

Another important area where values play a role in intelligence research is in questions of validity
[3]. How can we tell whether a given test, or a given statistical construct (e.g. g), measures some-
thing real, meaningful, or useful? Internal validity, which deals with the internal self-consistency
of a concept, maps on to the idea of cross-validation accuracy in ML—the idea that a valid mea-
surement of a construct should provide similar outcomes when applied to similar distributions of
data. However, social scientists also define different types of external validity—types of validity
that relate to how far a construct relates to phenomena outside its internal definition [59]. Here are a
few examples.10

• (Content validity) How theoretically coherent is the construct being measured? Does oper-
ationalization of the construct agree with that theoretical understanding?

• (Convergent validity) Does the proposed measurement of a construct agree with other ac-
cepted measurements of the construct?

• (Hypothesis validity) How far are the measurements of the construct able to support sub-
stantively interesting hypotheses about the construct?

• (Predictive validity) Does the measure agree with properties that are coarsely related to our
construct? For example, if we’re measuring IQ, does that correlate in expected ways with
other properties and outcomes associated with intelligence?

These types of validity and others have been considered when evaluating human intelligence mea-
sures [76].

Even if we restrict our attention just to predictive validity, we still face choices of which types of
predictive validity to favor. In Jensen [35]’s terms, IQ tests have validity if they “improve prediction
of the quality of a person’s performance in a larger, more important sphere of activity”, if they can
predict outcomes “that people deem important” [3]. This can be understood as a subset of external
validity—where the concern is whether there are reliable connections between IQ measurements
and phenomena outside of the scope of IQ tests. This common strategy for establishing that mental
tests reliably relate to outcomes that are independently meaningful and useful turns on ethical values:
health, educational, and occupational outcomes matter because people value them 11. Determining
which types of validity are required to accept a benchmark like IQ, though, is a value-laden choice.
It depends on how much we care about the external concepts that IQ is purportedly related to.

We believe that taking into account ethical considerations in choosing standards of evidence is some-
thing that intelligence researchers ought to do, rather than a mere mistake. We see this as an instance
of what is sometimes called the argument from inductive risk: when the social costs of errors are

9Cave [10] helpfully explores the lessons of this family of issues around the practical uses of IQ—including
in legitimating forms of domination—for the AI space in general. Anderson [3] points out an important histor-
ical twist to the role of intelligence research in justifying social hierarchies. Following Gould [30], Anderson
argues that a case can be made that the historical debate between Spearman’s g and its detractors (including
Thurstone) was in part motivated by disagreement about whether there is a single social hierarchy of abilities.

10See [33] for a more comprehensive overview. See [76] for a helpful example of how recent IQ tests tackle
issues of validity.

11In discussing the validity of IQ, intelligence researchers frequently emphasize that: (a) IQ predicts health
and longevity outcomes [28, 36, 29, 71, 4, 72, 72]; (b) IQ predicts education achievement [17, 60]; (c) IQ
predicts occupational achievement[18, 68, 60].
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especially high, ethical, social, and political values should influence scientific standards of evidence
[23, 67].

3.3 Path dependence

We want to consider one last respect in which intelligence research is value-laden: through path de-
pendence—mechanisms that “lock in” historical antecedents and raise the switching cost of their al-
ternatives [44, 57, 27]. To paraphrase Anderson, IQ has different ways of becoming a “self-fulfilling
prophecy” [3].

One aspect of IQ and intelligence research that exhibits path dependence has to do with the real-
world outcomes of intelligence research and IQ tests. Intelligence research and IQ tests influence
behavior. An especially important area of influence concerns historically marginalized groups, in-
cluding racial and gender disparities in IQ scores.12 Take the case of the so-called “black-white IQ
gap” in the US [34, 3]. Antiracist researchers have examined the role of mechanisms like teacher
expectation and stereotype threat in reinforcing and entrenching historical disparities in cross-group
test scores. For instance, false teacher beliefs about the lower potential of black students might lead
students to “discouragement and disengagement from academic achievement” [26, 3]. Crucially,
this sort of positive feedback loop makes IQ seem like more of a “real thing” that can be measured.
If IQ tests are used to sort students into groups that receive different resources, those resources can
influence how students do on later cognitive tests, thus making it seem like IQ caused those real-
world outcomes, even if it was the differential allocation of resources or stereotypes that was really
responsible.

Intelligence research doesn’t necessarily have to reinforce racism: antiracist researchers have shown
how we can use research to discover mechanisms that reinforce path dependence, and to examine
how such mechanisms can be countered and resisted. Whether or not to focus intelligence research
in directions that reinforce or help undermine inequities is a value-laden choice.

4 Values in ML Evaluation

Having established that the debates over the right measures for human intelligence were unavoidably
value-laden, we now seek to extend the same point to measures of artificial intelligence. Just as the
concept of (human) intelligence is a thick evaluative concept (see Section 3), the concept of artificial
intelligence (in the gradable sense of how intelligent a computer system is) is also a thick evaluative
concept. 13

The most direct parallels between human intelligence research and ML benchmarks lie in their
respective attempts at setting standards for describing, evaluating, and comparing how different
models or persons perform on tasks or collections of tasks.14 ML benchmarks need to enable com-
parisons of model performance in ways that involve both description and evaluation:

1. Through conveying commensurable empirical facts about the performance of different sys-
tems in a way that enables comparisons of model performance; and

2. Through conveying commensurable content about how we evaluate the systems (approval
or disapproval, praise or blame, success or failure, etc.), in a way that enables ranking of
model performance.

Evaluations of ML systems fulfill criterion 1: when researchers evaluate AI systems, they imagine
themselves to be discovering empirical facts about how systems of a certain type behave. They also
satisfy criterion 2: when we evaluate an ML system as being better or worse on a certain benchmark,
we are evaluating it as being more or less successful. Given that ML evaluation has both descrip-
tive and evaluative components, we can expect similar value-laden issues around ML evaluation to

12Here, we focus on race. For an overview of research on gender disparities in IQ scores, see Deary [14].
13Since AI systems often aim to mimic human cognitive abilities, this should be no surprise.
14An important difference between ML benchmarks and human intelligence difference is the latter’s interest

in the environmental and hereditary causes of differences in intelligence. See 3.1 for our brief overview of
the human intelligence case, and Deary [15] for a more detailed overview of different causal questions in
intelligence research.
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emerge, parallel to the issues we discussed with respect to measuring human intelligence. We now
describe a few ways that ethical values and risks can enter ML benchmarks.

4.1 Task choices, task scopes, and task weightings are value-laden

The groundwork for making this claim has been laid by Raji et al. [58], who argue that the idea of
a “universal” benchmark that is appropriate for evaluating AI across all contexts is unattainable and
unhelpful. They advocate instead for benchmarks that are defined for particular tasks and contexts. If
we accept their point that there is no such thing as a “general” task on which all AI systems should
be evaluated, then the question arises of which tasks we should use to evaluate AI. The space of
possible tasks is at the very least extremely large and possibly infinite, so it’s not feasible to evaluate
AI on all tasks. We argue that values and interests unavoidably come into play when we make
this choice of tasks, or when we choose to take performance on some tasks as more important than
performance on other tasks. Ensmenger [25] makes similar points about the historical prevalence of
chess as a game to evaluate AI against, arguing that it has shaped how AI is developed in value-laden
ways.

These points parallel Anderson’s argument that even if we grant that there are value-neutral scientific
facts, the choice of which of these facts are significant enough to seek out is value-laden [3]. Given
limited scientific resources, we cannot possibly seek out all undiscovered facts out there. Choices
about which truths and facts to pursue should be partly informed by their ethical, social and political
implications.

Raji et al. [58]’s point is also analogous to debates in measuring human intelligence about whether
there is a single general factor that explains variations in test scores, and if so, how it should be
construed (see Section 3.1). Debates over which tasks to include in cognitive tests for human in-
telligence are parallel to debates over which tasks to include in ML benchmarks. In both cases the
selection or weighting of tasks is made with reference to what we want our measurements to do
outside of the research environment. What abilities do we want to incentivize AI systems to have?
What abilities do we think are not worth incentivizing? These are ultimately questions that cannot
be answered without referring to our ethical values around what type of AI we consider socially
good and worth pursuing. As positive first steps, natural language processing (NLP) researchers
have started commenting on the heavy emphasis on Indo-European languages in NLP datasets [32],
and efforts to create benchmarks in previously neglected languages are under way [1].

4.2 Choices of validity in ML

In Section 3.2 we discussed how choices about which types of construct validity to use are value-
laden. Here, we argue that similar concerns apply to ML benchmarks.

Typically, when they use cross-validation accuracy as the main metric of performance, ML re-
searchers are measuring only internal validity, since the examples being validated on are randomly
selected from the same dataset that the training data came from [43]. In contrast, the types of validity
described in Section 3.2 are forms of external validity—relating the findings of a study to external
phenomena outside of the study’s dataset. Focusing solely or mostly on internal validity via cross-
validation is common when evaluating many types of ML models. In benchmarks that test only for
internal validity, choosing not to consider external validity is a value-laden choice.

Some ML methods, like one-shot learning, are inherently evaluated in ways that go beyond internal
validity, because they are evaluated on data distributions that are different from the training distri-
bution. However, this is just one type of predictive validity, which is itself one type of external
validity among many (see Section 3.2). Even when ML researchers do decide to measure external
validity, there are further value-laden choices to be made about which types of external validity to
measure. In Section 3.2 we discussed how external validity can be about the content of what’s mea-
sured (content validity), the convergence of the measurement with other ways of measuring the same
construct (convergent validity), and whether the measurement correlates in the expected ways with
other phenomena (predictive validity). Even within predictive validity, there are different targets that
one can select as the phenomenon to find correlations with. Just as IQ researchers had to decide if
IQ should predict health, education, or occupational achievements (among many other choices), ML
researchers have to decide what types of external tasks or environments, they want their models to
best succeed at. In other words, given that an ML researcher is looking for their model to do well in
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environments or tasks outside the training data distribution, there are still further choices to be made
about which environments or tasks these should be. Following Raji et al. [58]’s argument that there
is no such thing as an “everything in the whole wide world” benchmark, it is not feasible for mod-
els to correlate equally well with everything in the external world. The choices made about which
external phenomena we want models’ results to best correlate with inevitably depend on how we
differentially value different external phenomena. For example, what novel language environments
do we want models to be able to process inputs for? What counts as a “natural” photo or video
for the purposes of a benchmark dataset (what external phenomena count as “natural”) [62]? How
similar should machine vision be to human vision? What novel physical environments do we want
a robot to be able to navigate? Liao et al. [43] emphasize the challenges in ML with establishing
whether “progress on a benchmark transfers to other problems"—we argue here that the choice of
which problems to measure these transfers on is inevitably value-laden, because it depends on what
we want models to do in the real world, which in turn depends on our values.

Finally, failing to carefully consider external validity or selecting an inappropriate from of external
validity can have direct ethical consequences. Many high-profile ML failures can be construed as
failures of external validity [37, 20, 51]. Many critiques of ML attempts to “predict” properties like
“criminality” or emotions can be interpreted as criticisms of the external validity of these constructs—
for example, that criminality is a construct whose content cannot be captured in the way some
ML practitioners attempt to (i.e. it lacks content validity) [12], or that emotions are defined in a
psychologically implausible way by emotion detection algorithms (violating content validity and
likely convergent validity as well) [66].

4.3 Path dependence

Just as measures of human intelligence can become self-fulfilling prophecies (Section 3.3), we argue
that similar self-fulfilling dynamics can occur in AI evaluation. Intelligence tests for humans can be
used to place certain humans in lower-resource environments that then cause them to do poorly on
future intelligence tests. Similarly, ML benchmarks can discourage work on certain types of models,
which in turn causes these types of models to do poorly (according to similar benchmarks) in the
future. Current ML benchmarks are dominated by certain types of models—to wit, transformers
and other types of deep neural networks [52, 54, 55, 53, 56]. As some have argued, the availability
of certain types of data, the exigencies of current hardware, and the cultural prominence of certain
types of problems among AI developers are at least partially responsible for this [31, 25, 7, 22]. Just
as the practice of using Drosophila as a model organism in biology influenced the paths that 20th
century biology took, Ensmenger [25] has argued that the preeminence of chess-playing as an ML
problem has influenced how ML developed.

Path dependence can reinforce itself. Sara Hooker examines hardware-software interdependence
as another source of self-reinforcing dynamics: some types of hardware, suitable to certain types
of machine learning models or problems, have a healthy software ecosystem that can run on them.
Other less dominant types of hardware also tend to have less developed software ecosystems associ-
ated with them. This puts the latter at an increasing disadvantage [31]. Hooker identifies multiple
instances in computer science history of when “a research idea wins because it is suited to the avail-
able software and hardware and not because the idea is superior to alternative research directions.”

We can envision a similar feedback loop between benchmarks and models. As long as performance
on currently popular benchmarks is what directs investment in modeling approaches that do well on
those benchmarks, other modeling approaches will be increasingly at a disadvantage as they suffer
from lack of computational resources, hardware incompatibilities, and lack of researcher interest
[27]. For example, we do not know if Bayesian models could achieve similar performances on
the same problems if were to pour the same amount of resources into them that we do for neural
networks: resources to improve their architectures, fine-tune them, and train them on large amounts
of data. Compared to some other modeling approaches, neural networks also get comparatively
more investment in the creation and maintenance of sophisticated, open source software packages
like Tensorflow and Pytorch. Relying on benchmarks that largely favor neural networks could give
this feedback loop an additional boost. The much-criticized practice of “SOTA chasing” (creating
models with the main purpose of getting the best “state-of-the-art” performances on benchmarks)
[11] can be construed as a form of path dependence: it encourages investment into incremental
improvements on dominant architectures and modeling approaches, where in a different world, we
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might instead have more investment in less popular model types that are harder to work with given
the current software/hardware environment.

In a different world, one can also imagine having an evaluation environment that corrects for some of
the disadvantages of non-dominant model types. For example, some NLP researchers have called for
performance measures that adjust for the extent of hyperparameter tuning and computational budget
[21]. The fact that doing so is not currently widespread practice is a value-laden choice that puts non-
dominant model architectures at a disadvantage. However, even if we did correct for computational
resources and fine-tuning, we cannot correct for the problem that far more researcher-hours are
spent improving neural networks and exploring their possibilities, with comparatively much less
effort being spent on other alternatives. As a corrective, research funds could be distributed with
more attention to the need to not over-focus on already-popular approaches—but whether to do this
or not is a value-laden choice that, given current uncertainties about which path is best, cannot be
decided by purely technical considerations.

Once we acknowledge path dependence as a real phenomenon, and recognize that choosing certain
benchmarks can make the playing field less level because of how it influences future investment
in AI, it becomes crucial to recognize this as an area of value-laden decisions. We frame this as a
choice between the following:

1. Validating model performance against current benchmarks, assuming current distributions
of resources for the development of different types of models.

2. Validating model performance in a hypothetical domain where all model types have been
tuned to the same extent, use similar computational resources, and have received similar
investments in architectural improvements and software ecosystems.

We do not intend here to insist that one or the other choice is the correct one, but to point out
that choosing one or the other is not merely a matter of fact or straightforwardly dictated by the
“scientific method”. Ethical, social and political values ought to inform our choices here, because
the homogenization of the model landscape has ethical ramifications and risks [27, 40, 13].

4.3.1 Path dependence in reifying social constructs

Another form of path dependency is when social constructs used as categories in ML classification
benchmarks are themselves made “more real” or more persistent by the fact that they are being used
in benchmarks. In Section 3.3, we explained how using IQ tests to differentially allocate resources
to students can make IQ itself seem like more of a “real” measure. The differential allocation of
resources based on IQ can lead to systematic differences in students’ later achievements in life, thus
giving IQ an apparent external validity. Similarly, the increasing use of ML to, for example, classify
images of humans into gender categories can reinforce the very same visual norms about gender
categories that the ML models presume to be objective [63]. Using benchmarks that contain such
categories encourages ML practitioners to develop models that do well on those benchmarks—which
means the models have to do well at mimicking the categories presumed in the benchmark’s “ground
truth” dataset. These models can then be used in the wider world to classify real humans into gender
categories, which means that real humans may be motivated to conform to the visual norms of those
categories in order to be classified “correctly” by the models. When real humans start modifying
their behavior in this way, the norms of gendered visual presentations are strengthened, meaning
that apparent gender categories in real-world images that future models will be trained on are also
accentuated.

Thus, ML evaluation runs the risk of reifying various social categories or norms that would otherwise
be less rigid. Deciding whether or not to include those types of categorizations in our benchmarks
is therefore a value-laden choice that depends on whether we think those are good categories to
reify. Previous work has criticized current practices around gender categories in ML [63]. Many
other social categories like race are also value-laden in the same way. Although the creators of
benchmarks like ImageNet might think that they are simply doing a value-neutral catalog of images
of “the world” [58], their choices of image labels as deeply value-laden, as others have argued
[19, 64].
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5 Practical recommendations

Being reflective, explicit, and public about the social, political, and ethical values behind ML re-
search is vital to the pursuit of responsible ML. It is also paramount for any attempt at developing
adequate ethics guidelines and ethics review for a premier ML research venue like NeurIPS.

We have argued that in at least three ways, scientific and technical decisions about ML benchmarks
are at least implicitly dependent on ethical values. From the perspective of identifying and mitigating
the ethical risks of ML benchmark research, the areas of task selection, choice of validity standards,
and path dependence each need close and thorough scrutiny.

A first recommendation is for people working on ethics guidelines and ethics reviews for ML bench-
marks in communities like NeurIPS’s Datasets and Benchmarks track. Given the unique role of ML
benchmarks in enabling the evaluation and comparison of ML models, examination of the ethical
risks of benchmarks should not be narrowly limited to considerations about their potential uses, or
about the treatment of human subjects. Here, we’ve identified sources of ethical risk that come with
seemingly technical aspects of benchmarks. Are there other key decision points about the technical
features of benchmarks that also pose significant ethical risk? What actionable guidelines might
enable researchers and reviewers to more reflectively and explicitly consider these ethical risks? We
hope that the three areas we have identified are a helpful starting point in answering these questions.

A second recommendation is aimed at researchers. Given the unique role of benchmarks in ML
research, researchers should avoid interpreting performance on benchmarks as a value-neutral indi-
cator of capabilities. Moreover, we recommend that researchers developing benchmarks explicitly
and reflectively discuss the potential ethical risk that come with areas like task selection, standards
of validity, and path dependence, either through part of benchmark documentation, as part of im-
pact statements, or as part of the papers themselves. This will in turn help other practitioners choose
which benchmarks to use when evaluating their models. For example, if a particular form of external
validity (e.g. consequential validity) is particularly important to a real-world application, data scien-
tists who are evaluating models can more easily choose benchmarks that emphasize consequential
validity, while putting less weight on benchmarks that don’t. This will better align model evaluation
with the values the practitioner wants.

Finally, we want to acknowledge an important practical challenge in mitigating the ethical risks that
come with the areas we have identified. Path dependence is an example of a structural problem that
is unlikely to be resolved through isolated individual action. Mitigating the ethical risks that come
with path dependence calls for social and collective change in areas like how research is funded
and incentivized. For the ethical risks of benchmarks that stem from structural problems like path
dependence, future work should investigate strategies and opportunities for levelling the playing
field for diverse approaches to ML, in order to minimize path dependence.

6 Conclusion

What does good science look like in the context of ML benchmarks? We’ve argued that benchmarks
are and should be influenced by ethical, social, and political values. The concept of intelligence
is value-laden: we define what intelligence is according to how we want machines and people to
perform. Moreover, decisions about benchmarks for ML and human intelligence are intimately tied
to their uses. The practical implications of ML benchmarks and IQ mean that the social costs of
errors can be very high.

The argument from inductive risk (see Section 3.2) applies to each of the dimensions of the prob-
lem we considered for both ML benchmark and human intelligence research. What tasks we want
machines (and humans) to perform well, what standards of validity we want to bring to research on
either, and decisions about where to curb or reinforce path dependence should be deeply informed
by what purposes we want them to serve in human society.

We believe that for scientific research to be valuable, it must produce reliable empirical knowledge
[24]. This requires prioritizing considerations about what is more or less conducive to the truth–
about epistemic values–throughout. Key background decisions (about task selection, standards of
validity, and whether to reinforce or curb path dependence) must be informed by both epistemic
considerations, and by reflective and explicit articulation of the risks of research, and of the ethical,
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social, and political values we want to prioritize in mitigating those risks. Yet once we have answered
these background questions, we should use only epistemic values to evaluate research according to
our chosen standards.15 Paraphrasing Douglas [24], intelligence is built on a social, political, and
moral terrain. Good science for ML benchmarks and human intelligence research requires reflective
and explicit articulation of the values and risks embedded in their scientific and technical core.16
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A Appendix

A.1 Value neutrality and feminist philosophy of science

Our perspective in this paper is deeply informed by feminist philosophy of science scholarship about
the value neutrality of science. In this appendix, we provide background on the conception of value
neutrality implicit in this paper (A.1.1). We also argue that feminist critiques of value neutrality are
a vital source of insights for what ML research, including for articulating the place of ethical, social,
and political values in good science (A.1.2). We mean this as an invitation for other researchers
to dig further into the many ways this deep body of scholarship can be helpful to the ML research
context.
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A.1.1 What is value-neutrality?

Discussions of the value neutrality of science have a long history. McMullin [49] interprets Weber
as having argued—over a hundred years ago—that "the objectivity of science [...] requires public
norms accessible to all, and interpreted by all in the same way" [74, 75]. On this early 20th century
view, values that are open to choice and disagreement have no place in science.

By contrast, for multiple decades, philosophers have recognized a role for values that are open to
dispute and choice in scientific reasoning and decisions [41, 49, 46, 22].17 A particularly important
concern is the underdetermination thesis: scientific theory is underdetermined by empirical evidence
[46, 49]. Empirical data cannot on its own settle the question of what specific theory is correct. A
commonly accepted view is that values have a role to play in closing the gap between empirical data
and theory choice.

This hasn’t spelled the end of the value neutrality of science. We can hold on to the ideal of value-
neutral science, some argue, if the only values we rely on in closing the gap between empirical data
and theory choice are epistemic values: that is, considerations about what more or less promotes
the attainment of truth [67, 46]. 18 Epistemically problematic practices like falsifying records or
cherry-picking data undermine the core functions that make science worth pursuing, such as the aim
of producing “reliable empirical knowledge” [24]. Acknowledging a role for epistemic values in
scientific reasoning is an invitation to clarify specifically what we consider to promote the attainment
of truth or of reliable empirical knowledge. Kuhn’s influential account highlights 5 key epistemic
values: accuracy, simplicity, internal and external consistency, breadth of scope, and fruitfulness
[41, 46].

Of note, this philosophy of science sense of value neutrality is different from the sense of value-
neutrality centered in Birhane et al. [6]’s helpful investigation of the values of ML research. Their
account instead center’s Winner [77]’s conception of the value-neutrality: the view that technology
is value neutral if it can be put to both beneficial and harmful uses, and if whether it is harmful or not
harmful depends on what uses and purposes we choose to put it to. This is the kind of “neutrality”
that household tools have. A hammer can be used to attach a work of art to a wall; it can also be
used as a weapon.

The philosophy of science sense of value neutrality is instead about what kinds of values are ad-
missible in scientific reasoning. Contemporary versions of the value neutrality of science thesis
allow epistemic values to supplement empirical evidence in closing the gap between evidence and
theory. What the value-neutrality thesis rejects is any place for ethical, social, or political values
(non-epistemic values more broadly) in scientific reasoning.

A.1.2 The relevance of feminist philosophy of science for ML research

There are two aspects of feminist philosophers of science’s rejection of value neutrality that we find
especially helpful for the ML space.

The first concerns the status of scientific research that purports or appears to be value-neutral–that
does not make explicit and reflective appeal to ethical, social, and political values. In this paper,
we have argued that IQ and ML benchmark research, even in cases where it purports or appears to
be value-neutral, nonetheless embodies ethical, social and/or political values. We see this as deeply
aligned with a growing body of scholarship on the values embodied in ML research [22, 27, 6].
In doing so, we hope to spark interest in examining the many other ways in which insights and
models from the feminist philosophy of science tradition can help reconsider the many roles of
unacknowledged and implicit ethical, social, and political values in ML research.

17For a helpful account connecting philosophy of science to values in ML research, see Dotan and Milli
[22]. On the philosophy of science front, our accounts center different bodies of work: “Kuhn’s paradigms
and Lakatos’s research programmes” in their case; feminist scholarship on the value neutrality of science,
epistemic/nonepistemic values, thick evaluative concepts in social science, and the argument from inductive
risk in ours.

18In some 90’s discussions, epistemic values are instead called "cognitive values". Recent discussions favor
the term epistemic values to avoid presupposing (or seeming to presuppose) non-cognitivism about ethical,
social, and political values.
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The second concerns the status of research that is explicitly and reflectively informed by ethical,
social, and political values, like the insights of anti-racist and feminist IQ research that Elizabeth
Anderson examines (discussed above in Section 3). Inspired by feminist standpoint epistemology’s
emphasis on the epistemic priviledge of the standpoints of oppressed and historically marginalized
communities, feminist philosophers of science have been investigating the multiple ways in which
explicit and reflective reliance on ethical, social, and political values can make for better science [3].
As discussed in Section 6, this perspective is compatible with a strong endorsement of the crucial
role of empirical evidence in science, and of the distinct value of science in producing reliable
empirical knowledge, and of the impartiality of science.

A lot of research on ethical and just ML deeply aligns with this perspective. We believe that the
feminist philosophy of science tradition is an especially valuable source of models for the multiple
ways in which good science is and should be informed by ethical, social, and political values.

We want to conclude by highlighting an ideal for good science that we especially hope to see ex-
plored by the ML benchmark community. Once we accept that benchmarking intelligence is value-
laden—that ethical, social and political values should inform how we select standards for describing,
evaluating, and comparing human or machine intelligence—we can begin to consider how to define
benchmarks in order to promote the values that we want. In the case of measuring human intelli-
gence, Anderson [3] suggests explicitly taking up the epistemological standpoint of justice. This is
an injunction to: (a) focus the efforts of research on figuring out what it would take for members
of all groups to fully develop their potential—as opposed to today’s society, where members of vul-
nerable and historically marginalized communities are systematically deprived of opportunities to
do so; and (b) to thoroughly investigate what obstacles (e.g. path dependency) get in the way. It’s
an epistemological standpoint because our response to the injunction should turn on “discoverable
empirical facts” and reliable empirical knowledge, rather than merely on non-epistemic values. In
the case of human intelligence, examples include studying mechanisms like teacher expectation and
stereotype threat (Section 3.3), and experimenting with social reforms [3].

What would it take to adopt the epistemological standpoint of justice for ML? For example, what
measures of machine intelligence would enable different groups of humans to thrive in a society
where they interact regularly with ML systems? What measures of machine intelligence might rein-
force harms to vulnerable and historically marginalized communities (e.g. through path dependence
and the reification of social constructs)? Misguided belief in “neutral” approaches to evaluating
intelligence—as though we can simply measure “everything in the whole wide world”—makes for
less useful and less significant science.
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